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Tweet Location Prediction with Convolution Neural Networks
---A Case Study on Twitter Keyword Search Stream
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In many Twitter studies, it is important to know where a tweet came from in order to use the tweet content to study regional user behavior.
However, researchers using Twitter to understand user behavior often lack sufficient geo-tagged data. Herein, we present a new method to predict
a Twitter user’s location based on the information in a single tweet. We integrate text and user profile meta-data into a single model using a
convolutional neural network.

A case study on an Ukraine data
# of tweets: 18297 # of geo-tagged tweets: 292
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Figure 1: architecture of the neural network.
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Top users in the mention-by network: Only 86 users posted geotagged tweets in the 
data while the total number is 7551.
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Dataset description

Two bar charts that show the distribution of tweets in terms of the output probability. We get 
97.2% accuracy for country-level prediction with output probability larger than 0.9. Surprisingly, the 
accuracy of city-level is as high as 92.7% for the 29.6% of the tweets with output probability greater than 
0.9. 

* denotes suspended users.


